Our model is an attention based encoder-decoder model, which takes a preprocessed representation of the RDF triple graph as input, and directly outputs lexicalizations of the input graph. Instead of using the heuristic delexicalization approach used in the baseline model, we opt for subword representations, which have recently been a key component of state of the art results in Neural Machine Translation. The use of subword encoding allows us to ensure that we never encounter unknown tokens in either training or test data, and also reduces the sparsity of the small training dataset.

We made the decision early on to focus on the raw text within the XML and avoid the use of delexicalization. We start by extracting modified triple sets and lexicalizations from the XML. Within the triple sets we removed underscores from the subject and object. We then broke apart the camel casing of the predicates. We created a dictionary for subword encoding from the triple sets and lexicalizations in the training dataset to be used in the subsequent byte pair encoding step. Finally we applied the moses tokenizer and byte pair encoding to the text. The triples were then chained together using special tokens that we call “tuple delimiters”: e.g. `<subject> __predicate_start__ <predicate> __predicate_end__ <object> __triple__.`

For training we used Nematus, an attention-based encoder-decoder model for neural machine translation. Our encoder is a single layer bidirectional GRU, and our decoder also uses GRU cells.

We take advantage of several features of Nematus: encoder and decoder embeddings are tied, and we use data dropout on both the input and output sequences. Because this dataset is very small when compared with the parallel datasets used to train state-of-the-art machine translation models, we hypothesized that data dropout would help to regularize the model, and prevent overfitting, and our experiments showed that this was indeed the case.

We use the adadelta optimizer during training, and apply dropout to all feed forward parameters, and layer normalization for the encoder and decoder GRU layers. After training for several hundred epochs we continued training with minimum risk training, using sentence level BLEU score as the metric for computing the expected score from a sample size of 100 for each input.

Finally, we chose the model with the best validation Bleu score, 53.3, for submission. The final outputs were decoded from the best model using the Nematus beam search implementation with beam size 12.
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